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WORKING TOWARDS A MORE DEATH POSITIVE AKRON 

Astral Dragonfly aims to fill a need for Death Education, Death Doulas, Grief Coaches, and 

Secular Funeral Services 

Akron, OH— MAY 22, 2021 — Astral Dragonfly LLC announced today that they will 

form a non-profit arm of the organization to provide end of life care, grief coaching and secular 

funeral services to those in need. Additionally, they plan to start death cafes, healthcare power of 

attorney drives, and other death-centered public education outreach. 

“End-of-Life care and planning is something people are hesitant to talk about, because it 

is seen as a cultural taboo, but the more we talk about it and normalize it, the better chance we all 

have for a good death, and who wouldn’t want that? We have been taught our entire lives that 

death is something negative, something to fear. What if it could actually be a more positive 

experience?”said Angela Laakso, Owner of Astral Dragonfly. 

Community Impact 

The only Death Positive centered organization in the Akron area, Astral Dragonfly 

currently provides death doula, grief coaching and secular funeral services in the local 

community. A death doula, like a birth doula, accompanies a dying person during the end of life. 

“We sit with the dying person while in active death, often relieving family members who need a 

nap or some food, but remain a constant presence throughout, providing support and comfort 

when needed. We work alongside the families to support the dying person during hospice, in a 

facility or at home.  Then, after the loved one has died, we assist with the many tasks that must 

be completed and ease the suffering of grief during its early stages,” says Angela.  
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Angela helps clients in four primary components of doula care: Summing up life, 

planning for death, holding the vigil during active death, and grief reprocessing with the family 

after the fact. “Doula care is much different than Hospice care, but we are both complementary 

to one another and can be used concurrently. Doulas provide a non-medical and family centered 

approach to death with holistic care as we deliver families education and options. Doulas are 

team players with a special role,” says Angela. 

Another component she is skilled in is Grief coaching, which helps people reconnect with 

their own strengths and coping abilities using goal-oriented methods after a traumatic event, not 

just death. She is also a specialist in Secular funeral services, which fill a need for funeral design 

in the absence of deeply held religious beliefs or church membership. As an ordained minister, 

Angela Laakso can design a funeral, compose and deliver a eulogy, and take care of all of the 

details of a funeral. This service can be used for memorials, committal ceremonies, celebrations 

of life, or work in conjunction with a regular funeral home service. Of her services, Angela says 

“The most important thing I like to convey to my clients is that we can do just about anything. A 

funeral does not have to be a somber, religious event. It can be a party, or a picnic, or an event 

held in a park. With any of Astral Dragonfly’s services, the client has choices and control, which 

is important when dealing with something like death. A large part of fear surrounding death 

centers on losing control. We want you to be in as much control of the process as possible.”  

Nearby, these are held through personalized consultations, and beyond the area, Zoom and other 

platforms are used.  

Forming the non-profit will allow outreach to benefit even more people and to create an 

even more cohesive death positive community in Akron as Astral Dragonfly educates future 

corpses on options for end-of-life care. One of these methods will be by hosting death cafes. A 
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death café is a safe space where people can talk about death. Some people bring questions, some 

talk about philosophy and some people talk about fear. The conversations vary widely from 

event to event, but always have the same topic: death. 

Astral Dragonfly Organization and Leadership 

By creating a non-profit, Astral Dragonfly will be able to bring on additional staff to 

assist with education and administration. Joining will be Benjamin Rexroad, who will be 

completing his death doula training through the International End-of-Life Doula Association 

(INELDA) this fall and Casper Laakso, a Senior IB Student at Firestone High School who will 

be interning to learn about forming a non-profit and assisting with administrative duties.  

Angela Laakso is the founder of Astral Dragonfly. She is an INELDA trained and NEDA 

proficient Death Doula. She is currently a Master’s candidate at The University of Maryland for 

a Master’s in Science of Cannabis Science and Therapeutics (Spring ’24) which she plans to use 

to counsel end of life and grief coaching clients. She received her Bachelor’s degree from the 

University of Toledo in Liberal Arts (2020) with a focus on Death and Dying, LGBTQIA+ 

Communities and Psychology. Angela is a Certified Master Grief Coach through Cathy 

Cheshire; Angela is also certified in Guided Visual Imagery, and is an all-faith inclusive minister 

registered with the State of Ohio. 

### 

For more information: 

Angela Laakso  
330-227-8128 
angela@astraldragonfly.com 

For more information on Angela or Astral Dragonfly: 

www.astraldragonfly.com 
 

www.astraldragonfly.com
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